
MAXAttach™
Ultimate Room Coverage and Flexibility

BETTER MICROPHONE COVERAGE
Don’t Need To Shout To Be Heard by 

the Far End 
Each MAX speakerphone has 3 built in microphones for true 
360° coverage.  Our expansion capability allows users to link 
multiple speakerphones (MAXAttach) together as one system 
for larger rooms to provide better microphone coverage.
Linking multiple systems together that each have 3 built in 
microphones with true 360° coverage is better than just adding 
a single microphone.  This allows users to speak naturally and 
not have to shout to be heard by the far end of the call.

Unique Benefits Only ClearOne Provides

BETTER LOUDSPEAKER 
COVERAGE

Hear the Far End Better 
Each MAX speakerphone has a built in loudspeaker.  Our 
expansion capability allows users to link multiple 
speakerphones (MAXAttach) together as one system for larger 
rooms to fill the room with more sound.
On a conference call users have lost their sense of site.  When 
we loose one of our senses we overcompensate with another 
and during an audio conference call we overcompensate by 
yelling at the phone. With MAXAttach users can “relax and 
focus on what they are saying, not how they are saying it”.  The 
way we do that is to fill the room with more sound.

EXPANSION FLEXIBILITY
Cover Bigger Rooms With 2, 3 and 4 
Phone Configurations or Detach and 

Use In Multiple Rooms
MAXAttach expansion capability allows users to link up to four 
fully functional phones together as one system for larger 
rooms. Each MAX® speakerphone has a fully functional dial 
pad allowing anyone around the table to turn the system on, 
off, adjust volume, mute, un-mute or dial.  Whatever you do on 
one system controls the others.
Plus with a spare power supply base unit (part number 910-
158-048) you can separate MAXAttach into individual systems 
for smaller rooms.

Unprecedented Flexibility Plus Expansion Capabilities To 
Ensure Full Control From Multiple Dial Pads and 

Complete Microphone and Loudspeaker Coverage

MAXAttach+1 MAXAttach+2MAXAttach

MAX EX Base Kit
Enables usage in separate 
rooms.  Includes base unit 

and 25’ cable.
910-158-048

MAXAttach
Guide

SAVE 10%

Over Purchase of
Individual Phones

SAVE 15%

Over Purchase of
Individual Phones
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